Barrows Names 61 Students to New Honor Roll

16 Students Receive Perfect Grade Averages
For First Semester

Eleven perfect students have been named to the Honor Roll for the first semester. It was announced to the student body by President John W. Barrows, Stetson students having been selected from the senior class. The following is the list of students:


College Band Will Present Public Concert

The Lawrence college band, under the direction of Mr. E. C. Moore, plans to present a concert to the favorite college faculty on Thursday, March 7, at 8 p.m. in the gymnasium.

Students Will Direct Plays

Produce First Two Plays, Friday, March 6

Each member of Ted Clow's play club will direct a one-act play which will be presented on the stage in the gymnasium. One play will be presented each Friday evening, March 20, and 27.

Webermen will be at the Peabody at the first stop on its annual spring tour, during which it will present its concerts in four cities. The group, among which are a dozen Milwaukeeans, has in the past several years gained outstanding recognition from prominent persons in the field of music for its versatility, its musicality and its inventiveness of local talent.

Debaters to Enter Meet

Colleges of Middle West And East Send Students

Lawrence debaters will take part in the Central States Drama and Debate tournament at the University of Illinois, Champaign, Thursday and Friday, March 5, in which representatives from many colleges, some of whom are national champions and national champions and national champions, and who have been considered here in the past, will also participate.

They are selected by the head of the department of speech, who has always been informed of the world to establish and maintain the plan of the national debate, on the so-called "Atlantic Literature," the plan of the national debate, for the past several years.

Garman, Gaath, Nolan, Leudtke, Disher, Ridgway Most Handsome

This Is Fourth Annual Election of Handsome Men and Is Sponsored by the Lawrentian

Student Body

BAND AWARD TROPHIES TO TOP WINNERS

At the annual band competition held last year, two soloists were determined, one from each fraternity and one from the band. All town men will compete at this year's competition. The winner of the contest will receive a band award trophy.

Hold Ping-Pong Tours

Over All Winners to be Determined a great applause. It was wonderful! Everyone's demand. There was a great call for it, and everyone is invited to attend the contest. The contest will be held at the station Saturday afternoon.

Beautiful Hold Punch for Women, as usual it was an exciting race for the campus employment office, and we're sure the campus will be happy with the outcome. The woman wasn't able to get it, and you said that you didn't want to see the editor, and go to it.
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8 new students have been selected to the Honor Roll for the first semester. It was announced to the student body by President John W. Barrows, Stetson students having been selected from the senior class. The following is the list of students:


College Band Will Present Public Concert

The Lawrence college band, under the direction of Mr. E. C. Moore, plans to present a concert to the favorite college faculty on Thursday, March 7, at 8 p.m. in the gymnasium.

Students Will Direct Plays

Produce First Two Plays, Friday, March 6

Each member of Ted Clow's play club will direct a one-act play which will be presented on the stage in the gymnasium. One play will be presented each Friday evening, March 20, and 27.

Webermen will be at the Peabody at the first stop on its annual spring tour, during which it will present its concerts in four cities. The group, among which are a dozen Milwaukeeans, has in the past several years gained outstanding recognition from prominent persons in the field of music for its versatility, its musicality and its inventiveness of local talent.

Debaters to Enter Meet

Colleges of Middle West And East Send Students

Lawrence debaters will take part in the Central States Drama and Debate tournament at the University of Illinois, Champaign, Thursday and Friday, March 5, in which representatives from many colleges, some of whom are national champions and national champions, and who have been considered here in the past, will also participate.

They are selected by the head of the department of speech, who has always been informed of the world to establish and maintain the plan of the national debate, on the so-called "Atlantic Literature," the plan of the national debate, for the past several years.
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Group Honors Fresiates at Dinner

Mace Honor Society's honorary society, entertained in honor of Fresiates and other Lawrence students, Thursday, March 4, at Biever's. Fresiates, who was an abbot-member, was given the honor of speaking for his society. The meeting was at the dinner, and was attended by approximately 150 students and Fresiates.

Sunset to Meet

Meeting will be held on Wednesday, March 4, at Main hall instead of February 25, as it had been planned.
Craftsman to Be on Campus For Three Days

Harold Brennan, Noted Craftsman, to Lecture, Demonstrate His Work

Harold J. Brennan, noted young American craftsman, will be on the campus of Lawrence college March 3, 4, and 5, at which time he will lecture, demonstrate, and consult with students interested in his art. Mr. Brennan has studied at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, Harvard University, and the University of Paris, where in 1933 he held a traveling scholarship at the Institute of Art and Archaeology. He has held the Tiffany Fellowship at the Tiffany Foundation of New York. His art includes that of the furniture maker, jeweler, and leather crafter. Mr. Brennan's work has been exhibited in St. Louis, Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, and Denver. He is the author of "Leather: Its Nature and Its Uses," a book which he will bring with him.

Mr. Brennan will lecture on leather craft at 9 a.m. in the physics lecture room. Open to Students. All these meetings are open to students and any one interested is invited to attend the informal discussions following both demonstrations and the lecture. Students who wish to try either craft can do so by using the tools which Mr. Brennan will have with him. He will demonstrate how to use these crafts, it is possible that the necessary tools can be obtained for the hobby shop.

Monday evening Mr. Brennan will be entertained by the faculty at dinner in the small dining room of Brokaw hall and at the regular faculty luncheon Wednesday noon at Brokaw. There will be an informal discussion after each of the main courses. Monday evening the topic will be on "Technical Class in Modern Age Shoes." Mr. Brennan is eager to meet the students and discuss with any one personal problems or current events in some branch of his field. Mr. Walther Baldinger will arrange for individual meetings with Mr. Brennan.

Young ideas do their footwork in MODERN AGE shoes

Barrows Is Speaker

Dr. Thomas H. Barrows, addressed an informal forum sponsored by the Appleton Chamber of Commerce Wednesday noon. His speech concerned education in relation to the war.

Gyorgy Sandor Gives Third Recital in Artist Series

BY DAYTON GRAFMAN

Gyorgy Sandor, Hungarian pianist, presented the third recital in the Artist Series last Tuesday night. Mr. Sandor revealed himself an immensely facile pianist. His playing is virile and displays a technique rarely found in the average pianist. Sandor used the Bach Chromatic fantasy and fugue and the Liszt Sonata as major works projecting his interpretive capabilities.

Mr. Sandor appealed to the "usual cold American audience" by playing the Polka by Shostakovich, a humorous little "Kiddish." He thinks of this number as a "musical joke." In his Chopin playing, Sandor allows himself to be overcome by his otherwise admirable technical facility, therefore sacrificing rhythm and proportion. The same holds true for the Ondine by Ravel. As soon as Mr. Sandor finished the last number on the program, the people in the audience who come to each Artists Series Concert for curiosity's sake, or just to be seen, made their usual "break" for the exits! It's a good thing that some people have respect for an artist and know enough to ask for encores.

The reception was given by Psi Mu Alpha Student, men's national music fraternity, at Peabody hall directly after the concert. Mr. Sandor was complimented by a large crowd. Refreshments were served.
KDs, Thetas, AD Pis, Phi Phis, Alpha Chis Initiate Pledges

BY MAN HOLMAN

"The day for Lawrence!"—this terrific year can’t go on forever!

So—seems this week is the time allotted to region bearings before the next "advance" on Lawrence’s "memory." The fellows are all "a-waitin'" for big doin's in the future and letting the exams slide—big fun is being had at "memory" party a week hence—and we’ll be hearing more about all the extra fun at the quad come weekend from now on.

The Kappa Delta’s successful social in a week ago Wednesday with alum Bill Hunt gen’l visit at the house. Delta plans to attend the Congregational church service Easter Sunday. Phi Bota report a super time at the sleigh rides last Sunday.

Congratulations to all new initiates! Saturday afternoon the KDs initiated 15 girls in the rooms, and after-dinner-fun for Miss Murphy, Marion Schmidt, who was born, Mary Ellen Riedel was honored for being best pledge. Verda M. Mott, Barbara Small, Jean Watson and Betty Warren were there.

Two last ten minutes made the totals: Barbara Small, Mary E. Mott, Rosalee Harbold, Helen Shaw, Carol Bankston, Betty Warren, Mary Ellen Riedel, Barbara Small, Jean Watson, Betty Warren, Barbara Small, Jean Watson and Betty Warren.

Dean Anderson To Attend War Conference

Dean Paul R. Anderson will represent Lawrence College at the conference on pre-induction military training to be held under the auspices of military studies in the University of Chicago at opening of the General Institute in the Campus of the university today and continuing through Sunday. The conference, at which 106 colleges and universities from all parts of the nation will send delegates, will consider the problems of pre-induction military training and the special defense training courses which are being introduced by educational institutions and American education today are a problem. The pre-induction military training in college courses and which do not have R.O.T.C. training.

"We need to know that the pre-induction training provided will be of the uniform and sound and that it will be utilized by the armed forces. It is important that the pre-induction training which is given should not be overlooked—largely that surrounding Versailles. Among the important figures who will speak at the conference are President Ernest H. Williams of the University of Chicago, President Homer H. Dodge of the Air Force Academy, Col. R. M. Stevenson of the war department general staff, and Joseph W. Barker, special assistant to the assistant secretary of the navy.

Morton Board and Spanish Club Give Money for Books

The National Society of Europe announced yesterday that the present money to the college by the Morton Foundation for the purchase of books pertinent to the literature of Latin America has been turned over to the Latin American Club. Morton, former president of Spanish American Club, is the author of the budget, which has been reserved for this collection of books, which includes the following:

- Echeverria, Espa, el pais de los habitantes
- Banks, Edgar Allan Poe en Hispano Literature
- Calvo, La mujer y su pas; Spanish Romance
- Comay, Como-Degre de Oliveira
- Martin, Juan
- Marte, Antonio More, la Argentin
- Barba, Cornelia, El Instituto
- Angel del Rio, Geogina Mitchell
ded a paper on "The time when you casually enter the library last night at the Macklin Library.

Good Luck Vikes
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Sallie Rothchild Shows French Movies

Sallie Rothchild presented movies of France which she personally saw, at a meeting of Phi Sigma Alpha, national language fraternity, held yesterday. She also gave a travelogue on French life, particularly that surrounding Versailles. Sallie Rothchild gave a paper on "Catherine de Medici at the Cours de Comedie in the Sixteenth Century" in the following:
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**Grin and Bear It**

By Lishby

"I know it's time for baby's bottle, but I have to give here—you know babies are so easily appealed.

**The Dogs House**

"I think I'll like to quote a few lines from a story that I have read recently."

**In the Doghouse**

"This play was shallow."
Cagers Defeat Ripon Team in Close Battle

Beloit Has Eyes on Upset Win

The Ripon basketball team played true to form, missing night by night, their shots going in the Beloit net. The Beloit players, on the other hand, were hitting their shots regularly, and in the end, the score was 34-19 in favor of the home team.

Beloit will have the advantage of playing on their own floor which is made up hard for other teams to beat them on. However, Coach Rice has been doing a wonderful job of setting the pace for the Beloit team. Fredrickson, who has been a byword at Lawrence for years, will prove a formidable threat to the Beloit defense.

The Beloit team was led by Fredrickson, who scored 24 points, and was followed by Dick Miller, the Beloit point guard. Coach Denney will probably start the combination that did most of the work in defeating Ripon.

In a close game, the Beloit team has a chance to dislodge someone from the upper three places. The Phi Deltas have a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title. The Phi Utes put up a spirited fight against the Belts but the deciding factor was a steady defense which was combined with a steady attack.

Vike Wrestlers Lose Encounter To Badger Squad

Lawrence college wrestlers dropped a 45-24 decision to Wisconsin at Madison February 18. In the 145-pound class, Green of Lawrence earned a decision over Warren Buesing of Wisconsin in 1 minute and 15 seconds while Fetting of Lawrence won a fall over Delts for the trophy.

Coach R. A. Denney has a good team around Dave Maxwell but he has to work hard to make better games. The Phi Em's are a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title.

Good Luck Vikes

Beloit Vikings Show Great Swimbility in Previous Meets

Most of the respondents were hit by the rubber ball, which made a scrappy fight against the Belts but the Beloit team has a steady defense which was combined with a steady attack.

The Beloit grandpas were a pre-eminently fit and steady team. Coach Denney has produced efficient and fast references, all of which gave to make better games.

BETWEEN CLASSES and AFTER SCHOOL

try our fountain service

LIGHT LUNCHES

Molten Milks

Sodas

SundaeS

THE PERFECT HAIR CUT

Done In the Perfect Manner By the Perfect Barbers

BRAUTIGAN'S BARBER SHOP

Irving Zucke Bldg., 4th Floor
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Denney Sends Track Squad to Midwest Meet

North Central Plays Host to Colleges

Coach A. C. Denney will send a small track squad to the Midwest intercollegiate indoor meet at North Central college, Ado's old hangout, at Naperville, Illinois, tomorrow. At press time, Fewriter, Colvin, Sattizahn and Rollins were sure to go, with Hilway, Persons and Dite as good possibilities.

The meet is an invitational affair for colleges and small universities of the MiddleWest and is held annually in North Central's four field house. Last year Vincent Jones broke the field house shot put record with a throw of 46 feet. Fewriter took fifth in the shot and high jump, a foot in the high jump and six feet for the first time in his life to tie for a first. Ralph Colwin was blanked at the first turn of the 100 and lost to retire after pulling up a 20 yard lead. Lawrence placed 12th in the meet.

Fewriter will high jump, hurdle and put the half mile and Rollins will run dashes with Sattizahn, and perhaps combine with a distance to be decided. Coach Maxwell will have his No. 1 man in the four points while Hammer leads the list with points.

NATURALLY

you'd expect to find the finest selection of smart things to wear at—

FERRON'S

Beautiful Sport Coats and Stockings are in stock

Ready now in your size

Jackets—

12.50 to 25.00

Slacks—

4.25 to 11.00

147 W. College Ave.

Phone 287

Delts 1 3 73 87

Phi Pelt* 4 0 102 61

Phil Team 3 1 75 50

Betas 3 1 75 50

Phi Delt* 4 0 102 61

Phi Taus put up a spirited fight against the Belts but the deciding factor was a steady defense which was combined with a steady attack. The Phi Delt team is every bit as good as their record shows them to be and one more thing to be on the lookout for with only Lawrence and Beloit in the running, the Phi Delt team has a chance to dislodge someone from the upper three places. The Phi Delt team is a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title.

The Phi Delt team is a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title. The Phi Taus are a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title.

The Phi Taus are a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title.

The Phi Taus are a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title.

The Phi Taus are a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title.

The Phi Taus are a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title.

The Phi Taus are a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title.

The Phi Taus are a good steady team and stand a good chance to win the title.
The Rainoff team has already concluded its activities, and Grinnell will have the Monmouth games on Saturday. Ripon will have its schedule, and Grinnell will meet Coe at Cedar Rapids the night before. Monmouth will finish together on Saturday night.

Coe, with a one game advantage and second place in the Mid-West conference, may get their chance with second place Lawrence, although they are favored in their final game against Ripon. Curry, with a one-game lead over Coe, is unlikely to fall. Monmouth may win its first game this season. May have a chance against Lawrence, and it is doubtful whether any college basketball opponents can be found for Ripon, but the war may bring them out.

**Coe Leads at Half, but Lawrence Comes Back for Exciting Victory**

Coe's top-scoring forward brought home the only red card in any of the Mid-West conference games this week. With a 1-3 record, and a two-day game ahead of it, Coe would have to take a pair of upsets to oust the Scots from the lead they have held since January 29. Monmouth meets Grinnell at Grinnell and then Ripon at Ripon on Monday. A win in eleven of these games at a loss by Lawrence in the game at Ripon on Saturday will give Monmouth their title.

Coe, with a second place finish in the conference, seemed helpless at the start. They led the Pioneers for ten minutes as they moved from 2 to 7 to lead. Morale, from Ripon, and a technical second to the Pioneers, turned the tide. That Perry Miller, Fredrickson and two of the Pioneers came on again, dribbling right through our defense from the side of the court. Miller scored 16 points, Crossett 15, and Miller passed the length of the floor to Crossett for the game score 47-38. Lawrence, with second place already locked, was the only team left to challenge the Scots for the title, and they had a chance to secure their final game at Beloit. It is unlikely that they will with Monmouth, whose title was in 1936, as the result of an unrolled nine game season. Ripon has already concluded its activities, and Grinnell will have the Monmouth games on Saturday. Ripon will have its schedule, and Grinnell will meet Coe at Cedar Rapids the night before. Lawrence and Beloit also face each other on Saturday night.

Two neighborhood rivalries wind up against the Mid-West conference season. Coast to coast, on the other hand, for Ripon on Monday and Coe on Friday.

**Ripon Freshmen Defeat Lawrence Fresh Basketmen**

The Ripon freshman team traveled from Ripon to Beloit from 4:30 to 5:45 p.m. on Friday night. Leaving St. Louis at 6, the boys arrived at the Beloit area on the 7:35. Paul Vlinder, Weyden and Bill Butter led the Lawrence freshman with ten and Mr. Connell's record. With the boys' desire for home and the game with the Ripon with 11.

**Good Luck Vikes**

Lawrence Campus
May Have Diamond
This Year

Lawrence campus, long interested in playing baseball, but when the long, hot season may get their chance with the windward program for a year round attending. The Lawrence athletic department, according to the possibilities, will do some good job as expected in the first touch of spring.

Lawrence used to have baseball games in the old days and was schedule to contain a series of opponents. Two successive fouls against him, one for 0-0, and the other for 0-0, but Hank Moss was off the foul line. The Vikings' first half was cut to 21-15 at the half, Jim Fiedler played the last half of the season. Perhaps the most outstanding move of the evening was the effort of the Ripon and Cedar Rapids, who found the shooting percentage and the Vikings couldn't close up with 0-0. It is unlikely that Monmouth will falter. Monmouth game. The Pioneers were 3-0, and it is doubtful whether anyone college basketball opponents can be found for Ripon, but the war may bring them out.

**People May Travel Up to Distant Moon in the Near Future**

A trip to the moon may not be as fantastic as it sounds. Our great-grandchildren may make the first trip to the moon in the near future. The wrestling team at Beloit, Ripon, and Lawrence is the only team left to challenge the Scots for the title, and they had a chance to secure their final game at Beloit. It is unlikely that they will with Monmouth, whose title was in 1936, as the result of an unrolled nine game season. Ripon has already concluded its activities, and Grinnell will have the Monmouth games on Saturday. Ripon will have its schedule, and Grinnell will meet Coe at Cedar Rapids the night before. Lawrence and Beloit also face each other on Saturday night.

Two neighborhood rivalries wind up against the Mid-West conference season. Coast to coast, on the other hand, for Ripon on Monday and Coe on Friday.

**Ripon Freshmen Defeat Lawrence Fresh Basketmen**

The Ripon freshman team traveled from Ripon to Beloit from 4:30 to 5:45 p.m. on Friday night. Leaving St. Louis at 6, the boys arrived at the Beloit area on the 7:35. Paul Vlinder, Weyden and Bill Butter led the Lawrence freshman with ten and Mr. Connell's record. With the boys' desire for home and the game with the Ripon with 11.

**Good Luck Vikes**

Lawrence Campus
May Have Diamond
This Year

Lawrence campus, long interested in playing baseball, but when the long, hot season may get their chance with the windward program for a year round attending. The Lawrence athletic department, according to the possibilities, will do some good job as expected in the first touch of spring.

Lawrence used to have baseball games in the old days and was schedule to contain a series of opponents. Two successive fouls against him, one for 0-0, and the other for 0-0, but Hank Moss was off the foul line. The Vikings' first half was cut to 21-15 at the half, Jim Fiedler played the last half of the season. Perhaps the most outstanding move of the evening was the effort of the Ripon and Cedar Rapids, who found the shooting percentage and the Vikings couldn't close up with 0-0. It is unlikely that Monmouth will falter. Monmouth game. The Pioneers were 3-0, and it is doubtful whether anyone college basketball opponents can be found for Ripon, but the war may bring them out.

**Vikings Win From Kohawos**

Cagers, 47-38

Coe leads at half, but Lawrence comes back for exciting victory.

**Vike Matmen Take on Beloit**
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Lighting Effects are Very Effective in 'Thunder Rock'

BY JEANNE FOOTE

"Lights, action on stage, curtain down" and "Thunder Rock" was the second production of the theater at Lawrence this spring. And to see the theater terminology, the production really was on the stage.

The lighting effects were stunning and most effective especially when the message which "Thunder Rock" carried came through to the audience as Fred Rodgers gave a splendid performance in his first appearance before the college audience as Captain Joshua. Rodgers' physical and mental appreciation of the character made him a logical part and his acting as Captain Joshua was convincing as the starring, dominating part; however, he acted more as the mainstay and support of the entire cast. The spirit of the play was maintained in his even while he was more as the villainous part to another actor for a scene.

The message which "Thunder Rock" carried came through to shock the audience into the realization that Charleston was sweet and charming and the light crew had to work.

The lighting effects were stunning and most effective especially when the message which "Thunder Rock" carried came through to the audience as Fred Rodgers gave a splendid performance in his first appearance before the college audience as Captain Joshua. Rodgers' physical and mental appreciation of the character made him a logical part and his acting as Captain Joshua was convincing as the starring, dominating part; however, he acted more as the mainstay and support of the entire cast. The spirit of the play was maintained in his even while he was more as the villainous part to another actor for a scene.

The lighting effects were stunning and most effective especially when the message which "Thunder Rock" carried came through to shock the audience into the realization that Charleston was sweet and charming and the light crew had to work.

The lighting effects were stunning and most effective especially when the message which "Thunder Rock" carried came through to shock the audience into the realization that Charleston was sweet and charming and the light crew had to work.
As You Like It
Two of a Kind
BY ROBERT CARTER

A ST Live and breathe! It's here again! The good old gangster cycle — born A.D. 1933, weaned on tommy-guns and adrenalin, buried with Chinese checkers and knock-knocks, eaves for a periodic revivification or a laud M.G.M. plays God this time, and brings our Frankenstein back in the person of Johnny Eager. Johnny Eager is Robert Taylor, who still looks pretty enough to stuff, set and precocious enough to spark. He is a very amusing song, this Johnny Eager. He looks like — well, I'll be Frankenstein, too. He doesn't look like "A Dead End Kid" makes love with the son of Wonderful man. Blame it on the script if you prefer. Taylor is at his best when he says the lines, and plays his own handsome self.

Lana Turner has that bedroom grind in her eye throughout and contributes her most appreciable glint in her eye throughout and contributes her most appreciable

The...